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When talking about data, we talk about…

All forms of research data, which includes everything needed to reproduce and reuse:

- Raw data
- Processed data
- Protocols, methods, workflows
- Machine & environment settings
- Scripts, analyses, algorithms
The research life cycle depends heavily on two data life cycles:

1. Within the “lab”, covering all active data in all domains
2. Within the world at large
Re-using research data improves outcomes for the research life cycle

- This means improving the research data life-cycles: (1) within the lab and (2) to the world at large
- This also means keeping track of the institutional data lifecycles, and (3) reporting on them
**Mendeley Data**

A modular, cloud-based platform designed for research institutions, to manage the entire lifecycle of research data.

- **Institution**
- **Monitor**
  
### 3. ‘Metrics on data’ on institutional data

![Diagram of the Mendeley Data lifecycle](image_url)

1. **Lab data**
2. **Open data: data publicly available**
Mendeley Data

Benefits for researchers:
- **Prevent re-work**: save time searching, collecting and sharing data
- **Comply** with funders’ mandates
- **Improve impact**: increase data reuse

Benefits for institutions:
- **Keep track** of your data inside and outside your institution
- **Showcase** institutional research outputs
- **Improve** collaborations within/across institutions

How we deliver:
1. **Open** system & open API’s; modular approach enables integrations across many research data solutions
2. **Data** remains at/owned by institution
3. **System** is integrated with the researcher workflows: we make it simple & obvious
4. **Your researchers** keep working like they do today while avoiding additional bureaucracy & administration
Mendeley Data integrates with other Elsevier solutions

- **Scopus**: Notifies new articles to monitor for data sharing compliance.
- **Pure**: Syncs datasets, projects, grants, equipment, and showcases on the portal.
- **Digital Commons**: Showcase datasets.
- **SciVal**: Produce and consume data metrics.
- **ScienceDirect**: Submit/link datasets with publications.
- **Life Sciences Solutions**: Integrates with Lab Notebook.
- **EVISE**: Users.
- **Mendeley Data**: Other Elsevier solutions.
Mendeley Data already integrates through open APIs with the global Open Data ecosystem.
Mendeley data integrates into your own ecosystem

EXAMPLE

Institution
3. ‘Metrics on data’ Monitoring and reporting on institutional data

2. Open data: data publicly available

Research
Mendeley Data allows cross-platform tracking of data

- **Funding agencies**
  - Grant applications, performance reporting
  - Mandates for sharing & publication of research data

- **Institutions, labs, research offices**
  - Run adoption campaigns and keep track of data

- **Repositories & ELNs**
  - Share & publish open data
  - Collect information about data

- **Data Search**
  - Find & re-use data

- **Data Manager**
  - Manage active data

- **Data Monitor**
  - Receive recommendations

- **Data Journals**
  - Share & publish open data

- **Data in Brief**
  - Receive recommendations
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Data sharing is important for science and society

The delay in sharing research data is costing lives

It is not uncommon for potentially life-saving research data to be published years after being generated. But the setback to progress caused by the delay in releasing data is troublesome for people who selflessly participate in trials and desperately await new therapies. Scientists need to feel greater urgency to share their findings quickly, and they need additional avenues to facilitate this process.
Funders, associations, and institutes increasingly require data sharing.
Research Questions – *the researcher’s perspective*

1. How are researchers sharing data?

2. Do researchers themselves actually want to share data and/or reuse shared data?

3. Why might researchers be reticent to share their own data openly?

4. What are the effects of new data-sharing practices and infrastructures on knowledge production processes and outcomes?
Complementary methods approach
Large-scale global survey

• How is data shared?
• How is data managed?
• How do researchers perceive data sharing?
• How do researchers perceive reusability?
A third of respondents do not publish research data

Figure 1. Dissemination of research data (%, n=1162)

Q: Have you published the research data that you used or created as part of your last research project in any of the following ways? Note: placing data in a repository is counted as publication
The benefits of sharing research data are clear...

**Figure 2. Attitudes towards sharing of research data (%, n=1162)**

- **73%** - Having access to others’ research data benefits/ would benefit my own research
- **64%** - I am willing to allow others to access my research data
- **65%** - I have previously shared my research data with others
- **43%** - I rely on research data shared with me from outside of my research team

Q: To better understand your attitudes towards research data access, please think about the research data that typically is not published (e.g. not summary charts, tables or images), and indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements.
...but obstacles remain

Figure 2. Attitudes towards sharing of research data (%; n=1162)

Q: To better understand your attitudes towards research data access, please think about the research data that typically is not published (e.g. not summary charts, tables or images), and indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements.
Whose data is it anyway?

Figure 3. Research data ownership before and after publication (%; n=1162)

Q: Who do you believe ‘owns’ the research data that you have made or will make available to others as part of your last research project?
Open data: The researcher perspective

The Open Data report is a result of a year-long, co-conducted study between Elsevier and the Centre for Science and Technology Studies (CWTS), part of Leiden University, the Netherlands. The study is based on a complementary methods approach consisting of a quantitative analysis of bibliometric and publication data, a global survey of 1,200 researchers and three case studies including in-depth interviews with key individuals involved in data collection, analysis and deposition in the fields of soil science, human genetics and digital humanities.

Download the report or scroll down to read some of the report’s key
Next steps...

- 7 April 2017 – 9th RDA Conference, Barcelona
  Launch of the report & website

- Further dissemination (e.g. ERCEA Seminar)

- Can we use your survey questionnaire?

- September 2017 - BOF 10th RDA Conference, Montreal
  ‘An Open Research Data Survey’

- RDA Interest Group proposal on an
  ‘Open Questionnaire for Research Data Sharing Survey’

- March 2018 – 11th RDA Conference, Berlin
  Kick-off IG Session *(proposal)*
Open Questionnaire for Research Data Sharing Survey

**Objective**
- Develop a community-designed modular and interoperable open survey(s) questionnaire(s)

**Outcomes**
- Track changes in practice and policy overtime
- Articulate better policies, identify existing gaps, prioritize research funding, initiate initiatives

---

**RDA Interest Group**

**Objective 1**
*Develop survey(s)*
- horizon scanning
- engagement & recruitment
- develop survey/module 1 (pilot)
- develop survey/module 2
- develop survey/module 3
- ...

**Objective 2**
*Run survey(s)*
- tool assessment
- identify multiplying networks (pilot 1)
- run survey 1
- identify multiplying networks 2
- run survey 2
- identify multiplying networks 3
- ...

**Objective 3**
*Analyze survey(s)*
- analyze survey 1
- explore global analysis

---

**Co-Chairs**

Ingeborg Meijer, CWTS, Leiden University, The Netherlands
David O’Brien, IDRC (International Development Research Center), Canada
Kazuhiro Hayashi, NISTEP (National Institute of Science and Technology Policy), Japan
Stephane Berghmans, Elsevier, Belgium
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